Using the Oxford Reference Online Collection

Oxford's collection of online books includes language and subject books from their famous print reference sources. Currently, the Premium Collection is fully-indexed with a cross-searchable database of over 175 reference books.

Go to the library's website (www.cui.edu/library). On the home page, click on Oxford Reference Online in the left hand column under “Research Tools”.

This is the Quick search box: Type your search term(s) in the box and click Go.

You can reorder the results by clicking the following categories: longer reference entries, shorter reference entries, dictionaries, or quotations.

Alternatively, you could refine them by subject area.

This is one of the results by typing in ‘Martin Luther King’

If you want to cite the reference in a paper, the information is available at the bottom of the article.

To email the article, click on EMAIL THIS ENTRY. Fill out the information and click SEND.